MIDDLE GRADES
NATIVE AMERICAN HERITAGE MONTH
BOOK PICKS

1. **Race to the Sun**
   - Author: [Author Name]
   - Illustrator: [Illustrator Name]
   - Publisher: [Publisher Name]

2. **Healer of the Water Monster**
   - Author: [Author Name]
   - Illustrator: [Illustrator Name]
   - Publisher: [Publisher Name]

3. **We Are Still Here!**
   - Author: [Author Name]
   - Illustrator: [Illustrator Name]
   - Publisher: [Publisher Name]

4. **Notable Native People**
   - Author: [Author Name]
   - Illustrator: [Illustrator Name]
   - Publisher: [Publisher Name]
BOOK PICKS

KEEP LEARNING ABOUT NATIVE AMERICAN HERITAGE ALL YEAR WITH THE DMPL

The Barren Grounds
David A. Robertson

Race to the Sun
Rebecca Roanhorse

Healer of the Water Monster
Brian Young

I Can Make this Promise
Christine Day

Rez Dogs
Joseph Bruchac

JoJo Makoons: The Used-to-Be Best Friend
Dawn Quigley

Borders
Thomas King

We Are Still Here!
Traci Sorell

Notable Native People
Adrienne Keene
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